150 YEARS OF THE BATTLE OF VIS

Vis & Hvar, a century-old connection
The first part took place on the 15th of September 2016 in the evening at 6:30 PM, in front of the birth house of Nikola Karković, from Hvar, hero of the battle of Vis, with a small music program of our drama group "Nastanjeno srce", in Croatian, English and German, in the presence of students, the principal, teachers and many tourists.

The wreath of rosemary, on behalf of the Secondary School of Hvar, on the memorial plaque was placed by the great-grandson of Nicholas Karković, also named Nikola Karković.
THE BIRTH HOUSE OF NIKOLA KARKOVIĆ, A HERO OF THE BATTLE OF VIS

- Visiting and placing a wreath of rosemary, a small program from the Secondary School of Hvar
The second part started on the 16th of September 2016 at 9:15 AM, with reading the manifesto on Štandarac in front of Loggia, in historical costumes made for the occasion: Hvar officer Nikola Karković, Austrian Admiral Tegetthoff, sailors and Hvar commoners, in Croatian and English language (work of our school, music by a school teacher of music especially for this occasion):
ŠTANDARAC – THE PROCLAMATION
Hvar townsfolk and you all from Our Lovely
One and wide world too to this place arriving
Stop while and remember

Remember and say our grace
Thanking for the grace of enjoying this God’s grace
Crystal blue sea still to have
And the sky that seagull flies
Our fields and olives and vineyards
All the riches the sea offers
The Earth delivers and history the stone retells
So we can enjoy it
All of us
All of us of good will.
Let’s remember the ones who had left behind
Shovels, nets, children and books,
And gave for freedom their best, themselves
At the year of the Vis Battle
So let verses of Šugar Ivanov –
Speak of the Battle for Vis

From thousand and eight hundredth
From the sixty and sixth year,
Listen, my beloved people
What had happened at the sea near
The sixteenth day of the July month,
Srpanj, named in Croatian language,
War ships were set up.
And when Hvar rulers saw it,
Dalmatian old knights they were,
Seeing there was no moment to spare
They send their messages
The message sent to Fazan port”
Handed to Tegetof Ban
So did start it
Ending better it could not be
Trouble, labour then and later
Well done results they brought.
THE PROCESSION TO THE PLACE OF BOARDING
SAILING TO THE ISLAND OF ST. CLEMENT
CHURCH OF ST. CLEMENT

- In the memory of the victims of the Battle of Vis
BACK TO HVAR

- Meeting the Secondary School of Vis
A FRIENDLY WELCOME
MEETING THE EMPEROR
THE PUPILS FROM VIS PREPARED GIFTS FOR THE ARRIVAL: HRUSTULE, VIŠKI CVITI, FIGS, VIŠKA POĞAČA..., WHICH THRILLED THE PEOPLE OF HVAR, AND TOURISTS AS WELL.
PREPARATION OF A MENU FROM THE 19TH CENTURY
16th September 2016 - Evening

- The third part of the project took place on the 16th of September 2016 in the evening at 20.15 in Hvar Loggia with a small program by “Nastanjeno Srce” drama group, and our rhythmic group (Forski tonci) and the singing group “Miriam”, followed by the film projection in the mansion of Hanibal Lucic with the opening words of prof. Joško Bracanović from Hvar Heritage Museum.

- There was a gastro corner with a menu from the 19th century, which was prepared and served by our students and teachers, in cooperation with the Croatian Master Chef. In good company in the beautiful surroundings of the mansion garden, on the menu was the indispensable forska gregoda, broad beans with shark, barley with cuttlefish, paprenjoci, cviti and bruštuloni menduli, all prepared with local ingredients, with explanations of each dish in Croatian and English.
THE THIRD PART - HVAR LOGGIA, 16TH OF SEPTEMBER - EVENING

- Music and stage program; the singing group “Miriam”, the drama group “Nastanjeno srce” and the rhythmic group
THE MANSION OF HANIBAL LUCIĆ
GASTRO CORNER OF THE 19TH CENTURY
MENU FROM THE 19TH CENTURY

Forska gregoda
-the famous Hvar gregada of fish, which was later supplemented with potato
survived until today
The commoners and nobles ate it, depending on the quality of fish they had.

Barley with cuttlefish
-a local dish of ingredients that have not changed to this day

Broad beans with shark
-a local dish with ingredients that have not changed to this day
BARLEY WITH CUTTFLEFISH

Orzot sa sipom
juako jelo od namirnica koje se nisu promijenio do danas

Barley with cuttlefish
local dish of ingredients that have not changed to this day
SWEET CORNER FROM THE 19TH CENTURY

*Hvar flowers*- traditional Hvar cookies, aniseed-flavored, sweets that smell intoxicating and passionately, with a century-old heritage in them

*Bruštuloni menduli*- sugar roasted almonds, in caramel color, which in the past were served as candies
Paprenjok— a medieval honey sweet cake which is still marking Hvar cuisine, "seasoned" by poetic juices of the famous work of Petar Hektorović "Fishing and Fishermen's conversation" from the 16th century in which it is mentioned. Paprenjok is made of God-given honey, virgin olive oil, divine prošek, white flour, captivating scent of saffron, cloves, cinnamon and nutmeg.
THE TEAM

The Secondary School of Hvar – the coordinator

Project Manager - Sanda Stancic, a teacher of economic subjects

The Organizing Committee of the School:
Vesna Barbaric – a teacher of the Croatian language
Margita Juric – School Secretary
Lea Petric – a teacher of PE
Dujo Santic – a teacher of the Croatian language
TEAM MEMBERS (STUDENTS) FROM HVAR

Ivana Erceg, third grade
Karla Vukic, third grade
Kristijan Knezevic, third grade
Kristian Antonio Bibic, third grade
Prošper Matijasevic, third grade
Petra Svetić, third grade student
Dominik Vucetic, third grade student
Stipe Kovacevic, third grade student
Jan Milatić, third grade student
Mateo Huljić, third grade student

Luka Viskovic, third grade student
Daria Plenković, third grade student
Kate Radojkovic, third grade student
Jakov Hailo, third grade student
Miriam Bracanović, fourth grade student
Manuel Rajic, second grade student
Natali Viskovic, second grade student
Tonina Zaninović, third grade student
Dominik Tudor, fourth grade student
Antonio Bibic, third grade student
Tonko Bonković, fourth grade student
Nina Tudor, fourth grade student
Maria Tudor, third grade student
Nika Barbaric, third grade student
Kristijan Tandara, fourth grade student
Ida Zaninović, third grade student
TEAM MEMBERS FROM VIS

The Secondary School of Vis "A.M.Karamaneo", a partner

Project manager in the partner school – Mario Fras, a cooking teacher

1. Ivan Poduje, second grade student
2. Vana Nakov, second grade student
3. Veljano Klaric, second grade student
4. Borna Karuza Crvenka, first grade student
5. Ina Zanki, second grade student
6. Nikoli Vidović, second grade student
7. Tea Ribarić, second grade student
8. Darka Marić, teacher
9. Emilijana Jončić, teacher
10. Jan Zitko, second grade student
THANK YOU!

“Dalmatian Croats understood the battle of Vis as a struggle for their native land”

dr. Grga Novak, an academician